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 Person or group having the power to give orders or take actions is called……………

                      

authority commissioner educator  agent

1-

1. 2. 3. 4.

 He will ……………………her new responsibility next week.

                               

study  give assume concern

2-

1. 2. 3. 4.

 In some countries- notably Canada, England and the United States- the educational system

is………….

          

centralized decentralized industrialized underdeveloped

3-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Child………………. refers to a system of help given to children with social or psychological problems.

              

personnel enterprise guidance  politics

4-

1. 2. 3. 4.

 She has a seat on the board of education, board means………

advice   committee opinion   resource

5-

1. 2. 3. 4.

 In many nations, educational administration is considered synonymous with…………………….

                      

government accountability  school management

6-

1. 2. 3. 4.

 Plan of action, statement of ideals, etc is called……………..

                         

 policy  dysfunction recession activity

7-

1. 2. 3. 4.

There are no easy solutions for most of the …………… are due to accumulated defects in the

structures and processes.

                                 

levels problems numbers  experiences

8-

1. 2. 3. 4.

9- As for the developing countries, we can observe the persistence of problems of…………….

                    

asubsistence and poverty  education and politics

poverty and education subsistence and politics

9-

1. 2.

3. 4.

A………………..  system may have complicated official routine.

                       

bureau    bureaucrat  bureaucratic bureaucracy

10-

1. 2. 3. 4.
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 Old people need ……………………. Care.

                            

legal institutional extracurricular institution

11-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Both the industrialized and  the developing countries are faced with several ……………………..

                                  

abilities exceptions parents challenges

12-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Farzaneh has visited many …………………. of America.

                            

services laws states   staff

13-

1. 2. 3. 4.

The manager …………………….. each of us our task.

                         

allocated  did  acted made

14-

1. 2. 3. 4.

 Fantini cited Gardner`s seven areas of ……………

                              

shape intelligence management option

15-

1. 2. 3. 4.

 set of principles or ideas used as a basis for one`s judgment, decision etc is called………………………..

                           

investment     framework person curriculum

16-

1. 2. 3. 4.

They agreed to save their resources, resource means………………..

                                        

system giving as a share

carrying out supply of row materials

17-

1. 2.

3. 4.

…………………….. in the educa.onal sector goes back to the 1920s.

                                   

speaking   organizing planning teaching

18-

1. 2. 3. 4.

The expenditure of time and effort was worth it, because the plan was a success.

                                        

growth  spending  something

leader office

19-

1. 2.

3. 4.

 She intends to make teaching her profession, profession means………………

paid occupation using up a food wealth process

20-

1. 2. 3. 4.
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We have measured the car's fuel ...............

                                                     

consumption    discrimination  discrimination capital

21-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Branch managers have full autonomy, autonomy means……………

                         

interest independence subject dependence

22-

1. 2. 3. 4.

 We learn about our.......... ........through education

                                              

heritage   institution association product 

23-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Having control of or a very strong influence on people, events, etc is called…………………….

                                        

area   instruction  country domination

24-

1. 2. 3. 4.

 He became famous through his ……………. with several poets.

                            

association assimilation function development

25-

1. 2. 3. 4.

 In the point of Henri Janne, in the eyes of the sociologist ,………………. is necessarily a process of

acculturation.

           

classification condition education society

26-

1. 2. 3. 4.

The first object for research set up by ……………………. is the institution.

educational psychology educational sociology

 educational economics educational planning

27-

1. 2.

3. 4.

 Which option is the best synonym for concept?

shoeing the way   system

general notion agency

28-

1. 2.

3. 4.

Making sure that something is true or accurate is called………………

                                 

resemblance   verification heritage area

29-

1. 2. 3. 4.

 National character is incapable of explaining …………………….. the changes …………….. the

resemblances between national systems.

not-both neither-or either-not either-or

30-

1. 2. 3. 4.
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